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When a client is marked as deceased, their information and all information associated with them 
will be archived in Link2Feed. There is no need to create new profiles for associated members, as 
this will only generate a message for creating a duplicate profile. 

Marking Head of Household as Deceased 
Before marking the head of household as deceased, you will need to designate the new head of 
household.  If the new head of household is not currently a member of the household, you 
will need to add them as a household member. 
If the new head of household is currently a member of the household, you will first need to 
complete their full profile. 

To do this, scroll to the household members and click the “Switch to Full Profile” button for the 
household member you would like to promote.  

This will open their full profile: 



You must complete and save their full profile to continue. Once their profile is filled out, return to the existing 
household. You can do this from the “Personal” tab of the household member by clicking the blue banner: 

To mark the existing Head of Household as deceased, locate the blue ID number on the “Personal” tab. 
Clicking the ID number will open an option to “Mark as Deceased.” 

Clicking “Mark Deceased” will then give you a pop-up to confirm your action: 

After clicking the “Mark Deceased” button, the Head of Household will be marked deceased, and all their 
information archived. The system will then promote a household member to be the new Head of Household. 



If you need to alter the new Head of Household, you may go to the Household Member listing and choose the 
“Promote to Head of Household” button for the appropriate member: 

Marking Household Member as Deceased 
To mark a household member as deceased, simply access their profile from the household member listing 
by clicking the “Switch to Full Profile” button: 

To mark the client as deceased, locate the blue ID number on the “Personal” tab. Clicking the ID number will 
open an option to “Mark as Deceased.” 

Clicking “Mark Deceased” will then give you a pop-up to confirm your action: 

After clicking the “Mark Deceased” button, the household member will be marked deceased, and all their 
information archived.  




